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Input to the CEEH Machine and output
•Economic 
development H lth t  f  
•Demographics




•External health cost 












•Fuel use and emission 
from the energy 
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costs system
Use of CEEH results in IDA2050 plan –
www.ida.dk
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Use of CEEH results in IDA2050 plan –
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Example of results from Balmorel
The impact of including health costs
• Comparing two scenarios with identical inputs except from the inclusion 
f h th t  o ea cos s
Policy-free scenarios
• “Base”-scenario includes health costs and
• “No-Health” do not include health costs
A full year in the simulation is currently represented by four weeks
The results are preliminary and still needs further investigation and 
interpretation  ! 
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d iDeman  nputs
Economicgrowth in sectors
Electricity and heat demand in 
D k  N  S d  Fi l d 
2.5
3
      enmar , orway, we en, n an
and Germany
Include electricity savings in the 
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Heat saving potential (Ref.: Erika Zvingilaite, Risø DTU)
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COAL FUELOIL MUNI_WASTE NAT_GAS STRAW WIND
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION 
AND AN INTERESTING CONFERENCE!
Kenneth B. Karlsson: keka@risoe.dtu.dk
Olexandr Balyk: obal@risoe.dtu.dk
DTU Climate Centre: 
http://www.dtu.dk/centre/klimacenter/english
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Fo  RCP IPPC Scena iosur r
Name Radiative Forcing Concentration Pathways Shape
RCP8.5 8.5W/m2 (in 2100) <= ~1370 CO2-eq Rising
RCP6.0 ~6.0W/m2 (stabilization after 2100) ~850 CO2-eq Stabilization without overshoot
RCP4.5 ~4.5W/m2 (stabilization after 2100) ~650 CO2-eq Stabilization without overshoot
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RCP3-PD < 3W/m
2 (peak and decline) ֜
2.6W/m2 < ~490 CO2-eq Peak & decline
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